Välkommen till EECS personalmöte
Welcome to EECS All Employee Meeting

A written summary of the meeting will be posted on intra.kth.se/eecs
Agenda

- Health, safety and environment (HSE)
- Visits from the new President
- IEEE Fellows
- News from the departments
- Error reporting of your indoor temperature
- The President's visit
- The operational plan
- The department support teams
- Swedish course for all employees
- AEM spring term 2023
- Q&A.
Risks, incidents and occupational injuries Q4

Risks, incidents and occupational injuries Q4

*Includes commuting accidents
Sick leave 2022
Reporting of your indoor climate

- Error reporting must be done via service@eeecs.kth.se.
- After that, we first check that the thermostat is set to heat.
- If this is the case, we measure the temperature in the room with thermometers three times every other day.
- If the temperature is below 20.5 degrees, we report an error to Akademiska Hus.

It's important to report errors!
- All received error reports help us to improve our indoor climate in the long term.
- Before an error report has been registered, KTH cannot make demands against our landlord, Akademiska Hus.
Visits from the new President

• Anders visited EECS on 6 December for a school introduction.

• On 10 January, he visits Kista and will get a tour of our operations in Kista including the Electrum laboratory and the Semiconductor centre

• The planning of this visit is underway.
New IEEE Fellows

• On average, Sweden gets 2-3 IEEE Fellows per year, but for 2023 KTH received four (out of a total of five to Sweden) – all four people are on EECS

• **Dimos Dimarogonas** for contributions to distributed and hybrid control of multi-agent systems

• **Oscar Quevedo-Teruel** for contributions to glide symmetry-based metasurfaces and lens antennas

• **Henrik Sandberg** for contributions to model reduction and secure control systems.

• **Xiongfei Wang** for contributions to power-electronic-based power systems

To the list, EECS researchers awarded prestigious fellowships
News from the departments
The department of Computer Science (CS)

• Will be arranging courses for teachers in the New Year regarding the new NVIDIA DGX100 GPU machine. This machine will be phased in during early-mid 2023 to support undergraduate teaching in ML and other courses that require GPU support. Please look out for further news.

• The new DGX H100 will be the first of its kind in Europe.
- Gunnar Malm receives SEK 1,3 million grant from the Swedish foundation for strategic research (SSF) programme "Strategic Mobility", for his project "Spintronics in 6G communication systems".

- Xiongfei Wang and Oscar Quevedo Teruel have been awarded IEEE Fellow.

- Carl-Mikael Zetterling has been awarded Teacher of the year.

- The department will leave 4th floor on Teknikringen 33 from 1 July 2023.
The department of Human Centered Technology (HCT)

- Olle Bälter – awarded university hero by SULF (Sveriges universitetslärare och forskare).

- Madeline Balaam and Sandra Pauletto receive 2 MSEK from Digital Futures for the project: Layering Trust in Intimate Digital Health Technologies: Learning from Challenging Experiences.

- New Assistant Professor in Computer Science spec. Interaction technologies, Andrii Matviienko – will arrive in March.
The department of Intelligent Systems (IS)

• Two IEEE Fellows on IS!

• Dimos Dimarogonas for contributions to distributed and hybrid control of multi-agent systems

• Henrik Sandberg for contributions to model reduction and secure control
The department support teams

- Each department will have its own support team within finance, controlling and HR.

- There are some vacancies within finance – the work to fill these is ongoing.

- Don't forget to use this resource!

Support for departments
The operational plan

• On 14 December, all division and department heads, skolkollegiet, doctoral representative and the vice head of professional support met to discuss common school goals for our operational plan.

• We collected a lot of input that will be incorporated in our new operational plan.

• The operational plan will be finished February/March.
Free Swedish course in Kista

• As an EECS employee, you can learn Swedish this spring semester.

• Join the course with start in week 4.

• Register for the course
See you next semester!

- Merry Christmas!
- Keep an eye in our weekly newsletter pEECS and Slack for Zoom link and agenda.
- Send your proposals for topics to communication-support@eeecs.kth.se

The spring term's All employee meetings

Planning is on-going

Same Zoom link for all AEM https://kth-se.zoom.us/j/65209843843
See you at our next all employee meeting!

Keep updated on intra.kth.se/eecs and on Slack